A useful model to compare human and mouse growth hormone gene chromosomal structure, expression and regulation, and immune tolerance of human growth hormone analogues.
Human (h) pituitary growth hormone (GH) is both physiologically and clinically important. GH reaches its highest circulatory levels in puberty, where it contributes to energy homeostasis and somatogenic growth. GH also helps to maintain tissues and organs and, thus, health and homeostasis. A reduction in the rate of hGH production begins in middle age but if GH insufficiency occurs this may result in tissue degenerative and metabolic diseases. As a consequence, hGH is prescribed under conditions of GH deficiency and, because of its lipolytic activity, stimulation of hGH release has also been used to treat obesity. However, studies of normal GH production and particularly synthesis versus secretion are not feasible in humans as they require sampling normal pituitaries from living subjects. Furthermore, human (or primate) GH structure and, as such, regulation and potential function, is distinct from non-primate rodent GH. As a result, most information about hGH regulation comes from measurements of secreted levels of GH in humans. Thus, partially humanized hGH transgenic mice, generated containing fragments of human chromosome 17 that include the intact hGH gene locus and many thousands of flanking base pairs as well as the endogenous mouse (m) GH gene provide a potentially useful model. Here we review this mouse model in terms of its ability to allow comparison of hGH versus mGH gene expression, and specifically: (i) GH locus structure as well as regulated and rhythmic expression; (ii) their ability to model a clinical assessment of hGH production in response to overeating and hyperinsulinemia as well as a possible effect of exercise, and (iii) their hGH-related immune tolerance and thus potential for testing hGH-related analogue immunogenicity.